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Abstract 

The issue of language in Pakistan is not just related to linguistics. It has far more implications for 
cultural, economic, political, and social dimensions of Pakistani society. The current paper studies 
the latest language policy of Pakistan and its implications for local languages. It then relates to the 
formation and implementation of a (certain steps) feasible language policy to root out the conflicts 
and ethnic clashes from time to time in the country, and discusses ways to survive the language 
shock of majority of students in Pakistan, who are taught English as compulsory subject up to 14 
years of education despite the puzzling phenomenon of cultural aversive attitudes towards English 
language by the masses. The employed teaching methods and curriculum in the institutions of 
Pakistan, for decades, have only been successful in maintaining the gap between the privileged 
English speaking people and the hardcore anti-English sentiments. In this battle for linguistic-
identity crisis and supremacy, a lot of national talent has been wasted. This paper briefly re-
explores the situation of languages in the country on the first step, and then it moves on to focus 
on the national policy, its flaws, and it possible ways out by bringing in examples from Chinese and 
Indian Language Policies. 
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Povzetek 

Dileme jezika v Pakistanu niso povezane samo z jezikoslovjem. Njihove posledice je čutiti na 
kulturnem, ekonomskem, političnem in socialnem področju pakistanske družbe. Članek natančno 
pregleda trenutno jezikovno politiko v Pakistanu in njen vpliv na lokalne jezike. Naveže se na 
oblikovanje in uvedbo tistega dela jezikovne politike, ki bi kar najbolj izkoreninil med-etnične 
konflikte. Obenem se dotakne obveznega 14-letnega učenja angleščine v šolah, ki se otepa 
splošnega ljudskega odpora, saj naj bi le povečeval razlike med priviligiranim slojem angleško-
govorečih in preostalimi. V boju za jezikovno identiteto in prevlado je bilo precej izgubljenega. 
Članek tako prevetri jezikovno situacijo in razmišlja o nacionalni jezikovni politiki ter o jezikovnih 
politikah na Kitajskem in v Indiji, katerih ideje bi bilo moč privzeti.   

Ključne besede: jezikovna politika; etničnost; averzivni pogled; jezikovna identiteta; proti-angleška 
čustva 
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1. Introduction 

Socioeconomic and political considerations are taken into account while choosing 
languages and giving them official, administrative or semi-official status to be used in 
the fields of education, administration and so on (Agnihotri et. al, 2006). Like all 
multilingual countries, Pakistan has also been facing challenges in this regard. Yet, her 
case is more complex owing to the religious pressures and demands which cannot be 
put aside due to the fact that Islam, the religion of majority in the country, cannot be 
dissociated from any aspect of life. 

The revised manual of Education Policy, uploaded on August 1, 2009, formulated 
with the collaborative efforts of the relevant government and non-government 
agencies including universities, has very little to offer for the resolution of language 
issues infested in Pakistan since her inception in 1947. In order to understand the 
language issues of the country, first we would draw our attention to the current 
situation of languages in Pakistan. There are six major and 58 minor languages in 
Pakistan (Rahman 2002). The largest ethnic group is Punjabi around 44.15% (Census 
2001); while Urdu, besides being the most widely understood, spoken and official 
language, remains at 7.57% (Census 2001); and English is used for administrative and 
academic purposes based on the principle of necessity to a very limited level (see 
NORRIC Report 2006). Other major spoken languages of Pakistan include Sindhi at 
14.10%, Pashto at 15.27%, Baloch 3.57%, and Siraiki at 10.53% (Census 2001). Grimes 
(2000) reports that more than 105 million people use Urdu as second language. In 
2009, government of Pakistan made English as medium of instruction at school level 
from 1 to 12 years of education but still there are many problems in its 
implementation due to lack of teachers’ skills, students’ attitudes, socio-cultural 
conditions, ethnic conflicts, and political concerns (see PEELI Report 2013). According 
to the findings of PEELI report (2013), 56% of government sector school teachers’ 
scored very low in computer based Aptis language testing system, while 62% of 
private school teachers’ scored very low. These results mean that the teachers did not 
have basic understanding of English sentence structure (see PEELI Report 2013). One 
of the major reasons for this poor performance may be that around 65% to 70% of 
the population lives in rural area where the situation English as medium of instruction 
is even worse and most of the times teachers have been observed teaching in Urdu or 
local regional language i.e. Siraiki, Punjabi, Balochi, Pashto, or Sindhi (see NORRIC 
Report 2006). It is a significant marker of failure of Pakistan’s Language policies, a 
country which has been wrought with the failed language policies since its inception 
(Rahman 2002). 

2. Language Policy of Pakistan 

In its earlier meetings, the Advisory board of Education had decided that at primary 
level the medium of instruction would be mother tongue that for the majority of 
population of Pakistan is either Punjabi, Siraiki, Sindhi, Urdu, or Pashto (ABD, 1948), 
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but due to colonial influences and emotive value of Urdu especially in the Hindi-Urdu 
controversy, Urdu remained the official medium of instruction in most of the 
institutions of Pakistan (Rahman, 1995). But the elitist ideology and status attached to 
English by the ruling class kept English at the dominating level, and Urdu started to 
recede and began to be associated with the concepts of religious fundamentalism and 
conventionalism, a phenomenon most abhorred by the dominant colonized offspring 
of ruling elite (Brass, 1991). Yet again, Pakistan’s most popular and active constitution 
of 1973 states that Urdu would be national language and further necessary 
arrangements would be made in the next fifteen years for Urdu to be used officially 
and for other purposes (Article 251). This means that English would be replaced by 
Urdu at official and national level. But like most of the policies, it also doomed to the 
dust of papers. Rahman (2002) contends that the basic reason is the inclination of the 
ruling elite towards English for modernization, colonial asset, thirst for association 
with western culture and globalization. With the long history of Hindi-Urdu 
controversy, as both of these languages were set at opposing battlegrounds on 
religious and ideological platform, almost same happened in the case of English and 
Urdu. Besides the majority sentimental and religious concerns in the favour of Urdu 
as medium of instruction and administration (or so propagated), English language 
could not be replaced due to its value at international level in economy, politics and 
academics.  

This polarized state of Urdu-English controversy even deepens when the active 
constitution of Pakistan of 1973 (article 33) states that education policy should be 
according to the Islamic ideology with Islamic studies to be the code of life in all 
educational levels (NEP, 1998-2010). In the backdrop of Pakistani educational 
institutions in which Madressahs vs English Medium Schools, Government Institutions 
vs Private English Schools, hybrid low status private schools vs elite private schools, 
Cambridge system of education vs Government Higher and Secondary Schools 
(NORRIC Report, 2006), the conflicts have escalated from the level of differences in 
languages to that of ethnic and religious identities and ideologies. Millions of talented 
Pakistani students thus remain in a state of constant confusion and tension with 
mixed aversive and acceptance attitudes towards English language. This situation also 
causes very low performance in language learning. English language learning for 
majority of students in Pakistan is more a tense and troublesome activity than a 
pleasant exercise. In this condition, a uniform language policy is a far reaching dream 
for Pakistan. 

In the revised National Education Policy manifesto of Federal Government of 
Pakistan (2009), the challenge to carry forward the cultural asset i.e. Urdu language 
and literature, and also to be able to meet the growing needs of modernism and 
economic well being i.e. learning of English, has been very aptly identified. The 
solution offered that manifesto is that, ‘the curriculum from Class I onward shall 
include English (as a subject), Urdu, one regional language, mathematics along with 
an integrated subject’ (NEP, 2009). Mathematics and Sciences would be taught in 
Urdu or English language for five years and after that these would only be in English 
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language (NEP, 2009). Such policy statements and resolutions make it clear that 
English is going to remain not only the part of curriculum in Pakistan but also as the 
medium of instruction. Such decision by the state to use English as the language of 
instruction is actually language allocation (Gorman, 1973). Hence in Pakistan, there is 
English backed by the state and the powerful elite versus local languages supported 
by majority ethnic groups, and in the middle is the young hungry talent of this 
developing state crunched under the innumerable geo-political, social, economic and 
psychological pressures from inside and abroad. 

3. What has this policy to offer? 

Kloss (1969) suggests that language planning has to focus on three dimensions 
i.e. status, acquisition, and corpus planning. National Education Policy (2009) has 
something to offer about the status planning of English and Urdu when it states that 
English and Urdu would both be taught at primary level and English would be medium 
of instruction from class 5 onwards. But this policy lacks completely in the spheres of 
acquisition and corpus planning, which add up to the problems of students as well as 
teachers. 

Regarding the status of languages, this policy seems to be developed without 
considerations of the socio-cultural needs of one important element of stake holders 
i.e. powerful ethnic groups and on the other hand it is aligned with the ideals of 
powerful elite. In papers, this policy is going to restrict major regional languages of 
Pakistan as a subject to be studied in curriculum up to a limited level, and implement 
English language at broader level up to advanced studies. This situation creates 
reservations by the ethnic groups and gives rise to mass gatherings for their shows of 
power from time to time that have the capacity to erupt at any time into ethnic 
violence of which Pakistan has a long complex history. Isn’t it like keeping a time 
bomb in the pocket and shutting eyes to the realities of explosions? It is more like a 
colonized state of affairs on the part of the policy makers and the powerful elite.  

Least attention has been paid to the acquisition of language which is related to 
teaching methodologies and language learning (Cooper 1989). Yet, the language 
policy of Pakistan favours the language shift, which is the shift from using one 
language to another and normally from less powerful to the powerful (Rahman, 
1996). It also implies the idea of shifting at the expense of already prevalent language. 
In the case of Pakistan, the sacrificed languages are Urdu and other major regional 
languages. To achieve this objective, English language communication courses are a 
compulsory part of university level education in Pakistan as well. However, the 
teaching methodologies are not defined clearly. It is left to the choice of teachers who 
normally have no formal instructions in teaching methodologies and in using language 
labs. Therefore, the graph of communicative competence in English remains very low 
(see PEELI Report 2006), and the conflict in the teachers and learners about the 
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utilization and learning of English vs other languages remains a constant source of 
tension and anxiety in general. 

National Education Policy (2009) has nothing to say about the corpus planning. 
Corpus planning is related to the development and change in certain language of 
policy choice (Fishman, 1977). The current practice is that of importing corpus from 
foreign books in the form of short stories, plays, essays and poetry written by the 
foreign writers. Mostly, in Pakistani institutions, the corpus provided by the 
westerners, typically that of English, is copied and arranged in the text books of 
Pakistani institutions at all levels. Many studies show that the cultural and social 
attitudes of learners, after learning a second language, change to a great extent 
(Christensen, 2004; Dirim & Auer, 2004; Jaspers, 2007; Juffermans, 2010; Keim, 2007). 
In the ‘English Language class’ the students are normally conscious of where they are 
sitting and what they are studying. This consciousness develops certain attitudes 
among the learners associated with the features of the English (Jorgenson, 2010). The 
prevalence of English in the same manner at such a massive scale in Pakistan also 
bears its massive impact on the attitudes of Pakistani students. This denotes ‘socio-
cultural’ changes as observed in many studies conducted in Pakistan (Rahman, 1995). 

Another important aspect of learning the particularly borrowed corpus by the 
English is that of ‘privilege’. The learners of English language are normally given more 
privilege than those without it in Pakistan and are considered among the literate 
learned segment of society. Hence, the more anglicized the learner, the more 
privilege, he is going to get in society (Jorgensen, 2010). For Pakistani society, this 
issue of privilege is giving rise to an academic-class-categorization that is pushing the 
non-native like English speakers or low competence level students already in the back 
seats of learning. This divide among students starts from the primary level and 
continues up to university level in Pakistan. 

Besides the assertion on the preservation and propagation on the cultural asset 
that echoes in the constitution of 1973 (article 33), the cultural input through corpus 
is going to be reduced to the subjects of Urdu and Islamic studies up to a certain level 
of classes. These also have very limited economic and power associated promises in 
the career planning of students in Pakistan. It is like putting the culture at stake which 
was the ideological basis in the making of this country, and also being at a collision 
with the ethnic groups.  

Mathematics and Science students in Pakistan normally go for engineering and 
medical sciences which is the guarantee of prosperity at economic and social level, a 
modern phenomenon and quite at hype in the progressing states with Pakistan being 
no exception. Hunger does not need much of a culture than bread. For masses, the 
drive for bread surpasses all other drives. Hence, the privilege that English is going to 
enjoy because of teaching these subjects in English (NEP, 2009), is never going to be 
that of other languages of people of Pakistan. This Anglo-centric ambitious policy is 
going to heighten the ethnic conflicts already present in various other forms in the 
country like tribalism, sectarianism, religious intolerance and provincialism. The cost 
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of giving English a supremacy over other languages is going to be high in terms of 
socio-political unrest and culture slaughter.  

With national education policy lacking in acquisition and corpus planning, issues 
of academic-class divisions, social and economic privileges, wastage of young 
energetic talent, ethnic conflicts, and confusion in the vision of education are certain 
grave issues that need serious attention. In the coming lines, the case of china and 
India, as neighbouring countries that share some historical commonalities with 
respect to independence times and ethnic issues, is discussed, and a viable solution is 
also presented for specific case of Pakistan.  

4. The Case of China and India 

The linguistic issues of China and India are briefly presented here because of some 
very important reasons. Both countries are nighbours, with India having lots of 
cultural similarities with Pakistan. These countries have almost the same 
independence years. Both are multilingual and ethnic like Pakistan. And all have 
started their journey from being developing countries. According to Constitution of 
Pakistan Article 2, Islam would be the state religion. Islam has this inherent ability and 
obligation to be the part and parcel of all activities ranging from individual to social, 
constitutional to ethnic and so on. This aspect has been very influential throughout 
Pakistani history, more so in the case of choosing languages for Pakistan. Therefore, 
in the next heading, while discussing recommendations for linguistic policy, a great 
care and thought has also been given to it. 

English has been gaining lot of importance in China in the last quarter century 
(Hu, 2010), and it has also been associated with the nation’s progress and 
modernization (Cortazzi & Jin, 1996). The increase in learning English language in the 
new millennium can be realized by the research of Jiang (2003) who states that 
parents are even pressuring their children to learn and speak English. Around 200-300 
million people study English in China at any phase of their education (Zhao and 
Campbell, 1995). Though, officially foreign languages are considered as belonging to 
different cultures and are not made part of official and administrative purposes, yet 
English language learning is constantly increasing (Ross, 1993). The reasons for not 
making English as the official language of China are cultural and national for which 
Chinese are very specific. However, realizing the need of English language, various 
language teaching methods have been adopted in china. Grammar-translation 
methods and audiolingualism got lot of support but the communicative competence 
of the learners remained very low (Hu, 2001). Later on, communicative language 
teaching (CLT) method was adopted to address the issue of low level of English 
language competence (Hu, 2010). There have been lot of debates by researchers on 
the need to adopt CLT in China (e.g. Anderson, 1991; Burnaby & Sun, 1989; Li, 1984; 
Rao, 1996; Wang, 2001). Yet CLT failed to yield required results in China due to some 
conflicts with Chinese culture of learning (Hu, 2010). CLT focuses on interaction with 
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students by encouraging students to focus on the communicative functions of 
language (Brown, 2001; Widdowson, 1990), whereas, Chinese culture is greatly 
influenced by Confucianism (Biggs, 1996; Lee, 1996; Scollon, 1999), that lays great 
stress on respect for knowledge, development of not only academic aspects but also 
of the moral qualities of students (Guo, 2001; Llasera, 1987; Scollon, 1999) having an 
extremely respectable relationship with the teachers. These aspects of Chinese 
culture of learning are quite contradictory to western culture of learning where there 
are free and open discussions among the students and teachers with different respect 
levels. Therefore, CLT has not been a very successful language teaching method in 
China (Rao, 2002). This means that cultural and ideological aspects of a society can be 
a major factor in teaching and learning of languages. 

Owing to the linguistic diversity in India, three languages policy was incorporated 
in National Education Policy of 1986 recommended by the National commission on 
Education 1964-1966 (Meganathan, 2011). There has also been massive researches 
on the choice and promotion of languages at national and private level in India. 
According to the policy of 1986, the three languages, to be adopted in India, included 
one regional language, Hindi or any other area language, and English or any modern 
European language (GOI, 1962, p. 67). According to the survey of 2002, 84.86 % of the 
primary education is conducted on the basis of three language formula with 13.26% 
of secondary education is in English as first language and 33.08% in Hindi as first 
language. However, use of English as second language is 54.12% at secondary level 
education in India (Survey, 2002). Hindi and English are the most frequently used 
languages in the 32 states of India (Meganathan, 2011). As the Education Commission 
(1966) had debated that English would continue to have higher status because of its 
usage at university and official level, the above statistics regarding English as first and 
second language re-emphasize the same speculation. With clarity in incorporating 
languages of Indian culture and English language in the mainstream educational 
system in India, it has been a great success. The developments in the indigenous 
languages have also been going along especially in the case of Hindi that has resulted 
in the increase in “prestige, wealth, power, electronic technology, and presence in 
education system” (Crystal, 2000). Moreover, Indian propagation and promotion of 
nationalism on media has also been a major factor in the development of indigenous 
languages. This country has not suffered so many riots due to language issues as 
compared to Pakistan. The linguistic diversity, media propagation for English language 
and less intense historical and cultural bias towards English has paved the way for the 
implementation of three languages policy. The roots of learning English without 
biased approach also date back to pre-partition times for Indians. 

5. What to Do? 

On the contrary, in the case of Pakistan, the cultural demands are strictly more 
prevalent which require proper language planning and implementation in order to 
come out of the confusion and the downward academic trend of youth. It is necessary 
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that the responsible and concerned personnel should take certain emergency steps in 
order to resolve this issue. 

The primary action required for language policy of Pakistan is to clarify the choice 
of medium instruction and the status of official and administrative language. For this 
there is need of a three languages formula. English and Urdu need to go side by side 
as compulsory subjects from class 1 to masters, with a regional language as 
compulsory at primary and secondary level (up to 10th grade) . Clearly defined status 
of languages needs to be ensured for the concern of the people of Pakistan. Prior to 
implementation of three languages formula, it is impertinent to conduct a large scale 
survey regarding the attitudes and opinions of the concerned stakeholders, including 
responses from variety of people of Pakistan from all provinces. The voice of the 
people, thus heard and prioritized, would make the policy implementation task much 
easier and practical. 

In order to tone down the cultural pressures, Pakistan needs corpus planning. The 
intelligentsia and linguists need to devise syllabi of all classes by adding maximum 
cultural contents in both English and Urdu text books. The object of learning English, 
particularly, has to be functional. Mastering English language skills would be easier for 
the students when the material and course contents are culturally relevant. 

A governmental department of translation needs to be set up whose job should 
be to translate all the latest and valid researches from foreign languages into Urdu 
and other significant regional languages. This would serve as the lifeline for Urdu and 
other regional languages and would be pivotal in keeping these languages alive. 
Establishment of digital libraries, plagiarism checks and ready research materials 
would further reinvigorate Pakistani students to develop themselves further in this 
language.  

For English teaching, culture-centered teaching methodologies need to be 
developed owing to the needs of the masses which account for rural population 
about 65% of the total population. The focus should be on the skills i.e. reading, 
writing, listening and speaking. Writing and speaking skills need to be focused more 
as these are related to linguistic output. The exams also need to be oral as well as 
written with special focus on unseen questions in order to avoid rote learning. Not all 
grammatical rules are needed at the initial level to be taught, as is the case in 
Pakistan. This would require more effort from the teachers as well as from students. 
Moreover, traditional method of English teaching, syllabus, and course contents has 
already failed and caused wastage of talent for many years.  

Development of teachers is a very important aspect that needs lot of 
improvement. In Pakistan teachers are selected on the basis of qualifications and 
exams/interviews. This is not a sufficient criteria to select a teacher. Teachers should 
be selected initially for a certain period of time in order to evaluate them if they are 
fir for teaching, primarily for a certain period whose evaluation should be conducted 
on regular basis. At the end of probationary term, they should be selected or 
rejected. In the selection of teachers, experienced teachers, administrators, and 
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members of community should also be involved. After their selection, there should be 
regular exams for promotions and development of teachers.  

6. Conclusion 

The issue of medium of instruction has become a severe challenge for Pakistan that 
needs to be addressed on emergency basis to put the country on trek of 
development. Serious steps are required in status planning of all the languages to be 
selected for Pakistan. Corpus planning should be done carefully that should consist of 
maximum cultural contents, for Pakistan, being an ideological state cannot move on 
while ignoring the cultural and religious aspects. Language acquisition planning, in 
essence, needs to be done for the betterment of teachers as well as learners to learn 
languages speedily and easily bearing in mind the available resources and 
environment of Pakistani institutions. The voice of the concerned stakeholders has a 
special place in this regard as, time and again, there are strong ethnic protests owing 
to the westernization policies from different quarters of the country. A large scale 
survey in this regard would be mandatory for implementation of clear language 
formula. A well defined language policy is in the best interest of the country in many 
respects primarily for ending the wastage of talent due to language barriers, subsiding 
ethnic conflicts in Pakistan, coming out of the much debated issues of hybridization 
and confusion, and for carrying out researches in various field of knowledge for 
sustainability and development of the country. 
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